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course overview
course aim
Our unique, student-centred, in-person course combines traditional Ashtanga Vinyasa, Yoga therapy,
evidence-based functional biomechanics, and ancient yogic philosophy.

Our aim is to develop you into a resourceful and respected yoga practitioner or teacher who shares yoga
with compassion, integrity, and experience, by delivering a comprehensive, scientifically-based, and
practical program.

course vision
After years of  supporting students in their
practice individually and in group settings, we
believe the Townsville and North Queensland
community is now ready to deepen their practice
beyond the physical postures.

We are ready to bring quality training by highly
experienced trainers who have been sharing yoga
and all its elements to thousands of  students for
many decades.

Our vision is to encourage anyone interested in
the practices of  yoga to take their study deeper
and commit to the personal development journey
with our yoga education program.

We want to inspire our trainees to live a life that
is simple yet impactful, deepen their inner
awareness and thrive to live with integrity and a
vibrance we know a long-term yoga practice can
bring.

We want to provide a program that supports
our trainees with ongoing guidance and
mentorship, so they feel ready to share the
practices they learn with confidence and real-life
experience.

We aim to elevate the yoga teaching community here in Townsville and beyond to be filled with high
calibre, highly trained and successful teachers. We want to grow our own teaching team from within to
continue to build on our excellent reputation and continue to provide the best experiences for our
clients and students.
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learning experience
Participation in the course allows you to engage in guided, practical self-study with the support of our
experienced trainers. You will be encouraged to reflect on the insights gained from our comprehensive
curriculum, all while being supported through tools, mentoring and reflective activities to deepen your
learning and practice.

The key pillars of  our program are:

● Self-study. This is the foundation of  our program.Over the 12-month period your own practice
and reflection will guide your learning progress and insight.

● Scientific and evidence-based. Our training is evidence-based, delivering the most recent
research on each topic. Our therapeutic approach to the curriculum will enable you to collaborate
with other health professionals when supporting your clients and students.

● Service. We believe yoga is about relationships. Our training will teach and encourage our trainees
to serve themselves, their community, and their students to ensure safe and supportive relationships
are developed and fostered.

● Support and mentorship. Our trainers are there to support and grow our cohort into confident
and caring teachers. Our ongoing mentorship of  each trainee throughout the course is our priority.

copyright
The Live and Breathe Yoga 350 hour Teacher Training prospectus, content, outline and all associated
materials are registered with Live and Breathe Yoga and governed under the laws of  copyright. Students
are required to respect the laws of  copyright and the decades of  experience undertaken in relation to
and in development of  this course and materials provided.

important teaching advisory
Live and Breathe Yoga advises that trainees and teachers do not make recommendations outside their
qualification. We recommend that as a Live and Breathe Yoga trainee and teacher you remain impartial
regarding advice given to Yoga students. Live and Breathe Yoga recommends that teachers encourage
students to seek information from experts in the field.
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course requirements
● Attend and engage in each in-person weekend in full. 10 study weekends (see dates in course dates

table). Exceptions will only be given in extenuating circumstances and with 2 months notice.

● Attend studio yoga class each week for the duration of  the course either live virtually or in the
studio.

● Complete yoga practice register to record class attendance and self  practice, and have teacher sign
off  on class attendance (see yoga practice register)

● Complete asana, pranayama, meditation reflection journal each week and bring to each module for
group discussion

● Compete pre-work prior to each module as outlined in the module pre-work section in the online
learning program

● Complete monthly assessment tasks as outlined in the subject outline of  each subject (to be released
on a module-by-module basis via the online learning program). Refer to the assessment section of
this guide.  These will consist of

o written assessment

o online assessment

o reading

o face to face ongoing practical assessment

o community practical experience

o reflection tasks.

● Complete end-of-year practical assessment of  teachinga 60 minute class to the group, including
assessment of  the planning process, receiving trainer and peer feedback and reflection task.

● You are required to hold a current Provide First Aid (HLTAID003) and a Provide CPR
(HLTAID001) certificate for the duration of  the course.

course completion
If  the trainee is not able to complete all courseassessments by the graduation date then a one month
extension will be granted with a $250 late fee.

At graduation, each trainee will be given a digital and hard copy of  their Live and Breathe Yoga 350hour
Teacher Training certificate. Upon receiving this, each trainee will be eligible to apply for level 1
membership with Yoga Australia and purchase relevant insurance.
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course curriculum
The Live and Breathe Yoga teacher training program is guided by the tradition of Ashtanga yoga. The
Ashtanga yoga physical postures and vinyasa krama approach (meeting the student where they are
at and developing a step-by-step approach supporting them in their individual goals) are the
underpinning systems which we will work from and towards. Our overall approach will be therapeutic
in nature, with a focus on understanding individual student needs and developing and delivering
personalised, modified plans and programs for students.

The diversity in backgrounds, experience and approaches of  the Teacher Trainers will ensure trainees
engage in a broad and holistic understanding and practice of  yoga in all its different forms.

The course comprises the following curriculum areas and allocated hours, which are mandatory for
alignment to Yoga Australia Level 1 registration guidelines.

Curriculum Area Teachers

1. Anatomy and Physiology (30 hours)
This will include study of  the major systems of  thebody and how these are
affected by the yoga practice. There will be emphasis on the musculoskeletal
system, functional and dysfunctional biomechanical patterns, and their
relationship with and to the yoga practice. David Keil’s online Yoganatomy
course will also form part of  this curriculum area.

Topics will include:
● Structural anatomy

○ The circulatory system
○ The immune system
○ The reproductive system
○ The digestive system
○ The endocrine system
○ The nervous system
○ The respiratory system
○ The musculoskeletal system

● Functional physiology
○ Metabolism
○ The interrelationship between nervous, respiratory and

musculoskeletal systems
○ The life stages and common conditions

● The mind body relationship (psychosomatic)
● Applied Functional Anatomy in relationship to principles and practices

of  yoga

Harry Normand
Allison Dearling
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2. Yogic Physiology (20 hours)
This includes study of  the yogic physiology framework, the subtle energy
systems and how they affect and are affected by the yoga practice.

Topics will include:
● the nadis (energetic channels)
● the chakras (energetic centres)
● the koshas (energetic layers)
● the gunas (energetic states)
● the vayus (energetic directions)

Tracey Uber-Cook
Allison Dearling

3. Philosophy, Ethics and Lifestyle (50 hours)
We will study the history of  yoga and yogic cosmology (the interaction between
the cosmic energy and consciousness). Yogic philosophy will include the study
of  ancient texts: the Yoga Sutras, the Bhagavad Gita, the Hatha Yoga Pradipika
and the Vedas and how they apply to our current times and yogic lifestyle. We
will cover the business of  yoga (including student intake, marketing, ethical
business principles, yoga as a profession, insurance, ongoing professional
development)

Topics will include:
● The Yogic Lifestyle
● Shravanam, Mananam, Niddyanasam, Saakshatkaram
● Yoga philosophies and history

○ the history of  Yoga
○ the paths of  Yoga
○ yogic cosmological concepts and mystical experiences
○ deities
○ Samkhya philosophy
○ Vedanta/Upanishads
○ the Yoga Sutras
○ the Bhagavad Gita
○ the Ashtavakra Gita
○ the Hatha Yoga Pradipika
○ Tantra yoga

● Ethics and code of  professional conduct
● Continuing professional development
● Business practices
● Yoga teaching professional association of  peers

Tracey Uber-Cook
Allison Dearling
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4. Techniques (150 hours)
The understanding of  a well-balanced practice will be paramount. The Ashtanga
yoga primary series will be our basic framework for studying yoga postures,
their pronunciation, safe exit and entry, benefits, limitations, modifications, and
contra-indications. Various Hatha yoga, pranayama and meditation techniques
will also be introduced to ensure physical, mental, and energetic balance is
experienced. Anatomy, physiology and philosophy will also be applied to yoga
techniques and practices.

Topics will include:
● Asana
● Pranayama
● Vinyasa
● Bandhas
● Drishti
● Dhyana
● Kriyas
● Mantra
● Mudra
● Yoga Nidra and relaxation

Allison Dearling
Harry Normand

Tracey Uber-Cook

5. Teaching Methodology (30 hours)
We will study different learning styles and how to ensure all are used when
teaching. In-depth study of  verbal cueing and intelligentphysical adjustments
with sensitivity, cultural awareness, and trauma-informed support.

Topics will include:
● Teaching a balanced yoga class
● Mindfulness-based communication and learning styles
● Observation and awareness as a foundation to teaching
● Good teaching technique such as demonstration, verbal and visual cues

and hands-on assistance
● Interpersonal skills such as personal space, permission and trauma
● Inclusivity and diversity

Allison Dearling
Tracey Uber-Cook

6. Integrative Practice and Teaching (40 hours)
This will include how to plan a well-balanced yoga class and how to adapt to the
students in front of  you with safety, honesty, and integrity. This will include
practical experience by observing, demonstration, class assisting, teaching under
supervision, and community placement, mentoring and reflection.

Topics will include:
● Planning, developing and effective delivery of  yogaclasses

Allison Dearling
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7. Specialities (30 hours)

These specialties will be incorporated throughout the duration of  the course.
● Introduction to Yoga Therapeutics
● Introduction to Chanting
● Sanskrit terminology

Allison Dearling
Tracey Uber-Cook
Harry Normand

The Live and Breathe Yoga teaching team reserve the right to change the timing and order of  the
delivery of  the above course curriculum as and when they see fit.

trainee support
Live and Breathe Yoga trainers are committed to providing Teacher Trainees with ongoing
support throughout the course. Please reach out to any of  our trainers if  you are requiring any
further assistance or guidance. We are here to help you learn and grow in your personal practice
so you finish feeling safe, seen and supported. The course is designed to challenge and stretch
you in body and mind but not overwhelm you with complexity.

Please keep in mind that the trainers have a full schedule and if  you are needing additional
support respect that you will need to make an appointment via email only.  If  you are having
trouble getting assessments completed please get in touch early with Allison to discuss.

allison@liveandbreatheyoga.com.auAllison Dearling

adishaktiom3@gmail.comTracey Uber Cook

harry@sparkmovementstudio.com.auHarry Normand
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course delivery and structure
face to face learning
Weekend workshop-style training days including lectures, collaborative group discussions, group
presentations and teaching practicum.

Format: 10 x weekend workshops over 12 months

Total: 150 hours

self-directed study and assessment completion
A mix of  online and offline learning and reading material.Home study and submission of  written, video
and in-person assessments.

Minimum: 100 hours over 12 months

self-practice and reflection
Ongoing committed self-practice and reflection of self-practice in relation to course materials and
learning.

Minimum: 100 hours over 12 months

community practical experience
An ongoing placement in the studio, a community setting or external organisation to allow for
integration and application of  learning. Takes placeduring the second half  of  the course.

ongoing mentoring
Development and guidance of  personal yoga practice, trainee teacher supervision and class assisting and
observation.

studio and online classes
In addition to self-practice, trainees will be required to attend at least one studio or virtual class with
Live and Breathe Yoga each week (regular class or membership fees apply). Trainees are also
encouraged to go to practice with other teachers in order to get a broad experience and exposure to a
range of  styles and traditions.
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course dates

Month
Face to face learning Self-study and practice

Compulsory Sessions Time
Study &
assessment

Self-practice &
reflection

Pre- Orientation: July 17, 2021 4-6pm 8 hours

1 August 14* and 15, 2021 10am-6pm 12 hours

2 September 11 and 12, 2021 10am-6pm 12 hours

3 October 23 and 24, 2021 10am-6pm 12 hours

4 November 20 and 21, 2021 10am-6pm 12 hours

5 nil nil 36 hours

6 January 15 and 16, 2022 10am-6pm 12 hours

7 February 12 and 13, 2022 10am-6pm 12 hours

8 March 12 and 13, 2022 10am-6pm 12 hours

9 April 23 and 24, 2022 10am-6pm 12 hours

10 May 21 and 22, 2022 10am-6pm 12 hours

11 June 18 and 19, 2022 10am-6pm 12 hours

12 nil nil 12 hours

Post- Graduation: July 16, 2022 4-6pm -

TOTAL 150 hours 100 hours# 100 hours#

*course commencement date
#minimum expectation

A stand-by weekend of  July 16 and 17, 2022 is in place should there be any need to postpone a
compulsory face to face workshop. If  there is a need to postpone a workshop, all classes will shift to the

next month, and the stand-by graduation event date will be August 20, 2022.
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study and assessments
Assessment is used throughout the teacher training course as part of  an ongoing process of  gathering,
analysing, and reflecting on evidence of  trainee learning.Quality assessment gives trainees the best
possible opportunity to demonstrate what they know and can do, and provides trainers with meaningful
information to give feedback and to improve the teaching process.

The assessment program for the proposed course consists of  a range ofvalid, accessible, and reliable
assessment methods and tools, including written, oral, performance and participation. Examples of
assessment methods used include:

case study analysis
A case study analysis involves trainees assessing the details of  realistic and eventually complex cases, to
understand or to identify the major problems that exist and recommend solutions to these problems.

community experience portfolio
An accumulation of  evidence to showcase the trainee’s learning and engagement during community
experience placement. Examples of  tasks may include lesson plans, lesson reviews and reflection of
experience.

critical analysis and self-reflection task
These tasks require trainees to describe and critically analyse professional experiences or practice,
considering theoretical information or available evidence, with a view to enhance future practice and
teaching.

lesson plan
Lesson planning allows trainees to develop a plan with the students in mind and explain the reasoning
behind the lesson plan. Trainees are also expected to have the ability to adapt and reflect on that lesson
plan as and when needed.

practical skills demonstration
Practical assessment allows trainees to demonstrate, apply and explain their understanding of  concepts
learned through performing practical teaching activities to their peers and in supervised teaching
scenarios. See below for more details.

feedback
Teacher trainers will be responsible for the provision of  ongoing feedback on learning activities and
informing trainees of  outcomes of  assessments. Feedbackwill be both explanatory and diagnostic, and
linked to the assessment purpose, so that trainees are encouraged to follow up on the feedback and
improve their practice. A variety of  feedback methodswill be used, e.g. individual and generic/group,
face-to-face written, electronic, peer, self, group review. Trainees will also be provided with
opportunities to give feedback to trainers and to identify and diagnose challenges to learning.
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written assessment
referencing
At the end of  any written assessment please includea list of  books and articles that were
used in preparation of  the assessment

for example:

Freeman R and Taylor M. (2020). When Love Comes to Light. Shambala Publications Co.

before submission please check
● Does the assessment answer the question or cover the topic correctly?
● Is there enough detail to cover the topic fully?
● Is each main point well supported by examples and reasoning?
● Is it clear and concise and the correct length?
● Have you included your own reflection and experiences where appropriate?
● Have you acknowledged all sources and references?
● Has the assessment been proofread?

practical assessment
Each module, trainees will learn about the technical aspects of  various yoga postures (asanas) as partof
the Yoga Techniques and Teaching Methodology sections of  the curriculum. Trainees will be given a
worksheet for each posture to be completed during the lesson as a future reference. Trainees will be
assessed on their proficiency of  the following aspectsof  the posture on an ongoing basis:

● demonstrate the posture with good alignment
● name the posture in sanskrit and its translation into english
● recall the correct vinyasa for the posture (correct entry and exit)
● recall the correct drishti for the posture
● describe the benefits of  the posture
● observe misalignment or dysfunctional imbalance in the posture and offer solutions to correct
● provide modifications and variations of  the postureand correctly use props
● recall the contraindications of  the posture whereappropriate
● provide appropriate verbal and physical adjustments
● apply anatomical and yogic physiology learning principles to the posture

The above proficiencies will be assessed on a grid by the trainer, and trainees will be given feedback by
the trainer and peers. Trainees will also be required to reflect on that feedback.
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basic sanskrit
Sanskrit is the ancient and sacred language of  India, and is the oldest known member of  the Indo
European family of  languages. The Live and BreatheYoga Teacher Training course covers basic Sanskrit
terms, considered to be an integral part of  Yoga study.
One of  the first requirements in the course is tocommence a Sanskrit/English dictionary.  Keep adding
to your dictionary as you come across Sanskrit terms in your readings and learning to help you learn this
beautiful language.

in person study weekends
compulsory attendance
All trainees must attend and engage in each in person weekend in full. 10 study weekends (see dates in
course dates table). Exceptions will only be given in extenuating circumstances and with 2 months
notice.

what to bring
● Any assessment as appropriate including class attendance register
● Subject materials as appropriate
● Yoga mat
● 2 yoga blocks
● Yoga strap
● Meditation cushion or bolster
● Towel
● Stationery - notebook, pens, highlighters etc
● Water, snack and lunch

online learning program
Each trainee will have access to our online learning program. This will be where all module information
will be published including :

● subject outlines and additional learning resources
● subject materials where appropriate
● link for submission of  assessment
● recordings of  lectures (available 2 weeks after themodule)
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recommended reading list
asana
The Power of  Ashtanga Yoga by Kino Macgregor

yoga sutras
The Yoga Sutras of  Patanjali by Swami Satchidananda

yoga therapy
The Heart of  Yoga by  T. K. V Desikachar

pranayama
The Breathing Book by Donna Farhi

bhagavad gita
The Bhagavad Gita A walkthrough for Westerners by Jack Hawley

additional resources we love (not compulsory)

Bringing Yoga to Life by Donna Farhi

Light of  Life by B.K.S Iyengar

Yoga Sutras of  Patanjali by Edwin F. Bryant

When Love comes to Light by Richard Freeman and Mary Taylor

Pranayama The Breath of  Yoga by Gregor Maehle

The Inner Tradition of  Yoga by Michael Stone

One Simple Thing by Eddie Stern

Living your Yoga by  Judith Lasater
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teacher trainers
allison dearling
principal teacher and owner | live and breathe yoga

Allison is a leader in the industry and is best known for her down to
earth compassion and big-hearted teaching. Her ability to adapt the
practice to be inclusive, accessible, and transformative has meant she is
highly regarded by her peers and well-loved by her loyal following. Her
unwavering dedication to her own staff  and students and her ability to
make everyone feel safe, seen and supported is rare and incredibly
special.

harry normand
senior teacher | live and breathe yoga

Harry’s ability to deconstruct complex dysfunctional movement
patterns and re-engineer them to support his clients to thrive using
massage, corrective exercise and yoga has made him highly regarded in
the health and movement industry. He beats (and dances) to his own
drum, has completed thousands of  clinical treatmenthours, and a
sneaky engineering degree combined with his biomechanical

knowledge means he has always been well ahead of  his time.  His passion for healthy movement
patterns and posture comes through in just about every conversation he has.

tracey uber-cook
senior teacher | live and breathe yoga

Tracey’s teachings are wise beyond her years and profoundly
life-changing. She speaks from her heart and has a beautiful ability to
share ancient philosophy and practices for modern times all with
intelligence, a twinkle in her eye and a wonderful sense of  humour.
Through the transformational tools of  chanting, pranayama,meditation,
philosophy, self-inquiry, and silence, Tracey encourages students to
reveal the profound truths, which reside deep within their own hearts.
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“Practicing yoga does not eliminate life’s challenges, and neither does it
provide us with a convenient trap-door to escape from life’s distractions.
Instead, Yoga gives us the skills to meet life head-on with dignity and poise.”

~Donna Farhi
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